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“The FeMaidens don’t just build a robot, we also build a safe space where anyone can discovered their right to a place in the STEAM field”




— Melody Jiang
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Hearts of Iron



The FeMaidens is a team of passionate young women and gender minorities dedicated to empowering the next generation of engineers. Through robotics, our members learn essential skills for becoming effective leaders in STEM. Based at The Bronx High School of Science in Bronx, NY, we compete in the FIRST Robotics Competition each year.





























Curious on what we’re up to?
Check out our Biweekly Dose of Iron episodes 1 AND 2! Stay tune for episode 3 next week! <3







































Follow us on Instagram for more insight!











[image: 1/31-2/6 Week 4  Hey guys! This week engineering worked on improving our CADs, figuring out dimensions, drilling holes, and updating our engineering notebook. Programming worked on mechanism code and using the limelight to guide the robot. Electronic]
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[image: IRON BLOGS ARE BACK!!💜💚  Go check out the first dose of iron if the year! Credits to our marketing rookies for making this spectacular blog! Link in our bio! 💪💪]
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[image: Ahoy peeps!   Week 2 was very hectic, but your favorite team has it under control! All departments are working collaboratively to design our mechanism, codes, and wire sensors!   Stay tune for week 3!  P.S. Scroll to the last pic for a sweet surprise]
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[image: 1/10-1/15 Week 1  We just wrapped up the first week of Build Season! Engineering broke up into groups to work on CADding and prototyping, programming wrote code for the drivetrain and learned about sensors, and electronics troubleshot the robot and f]
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[image: 1/8/22 (Sat) - Kickoff  We watched the livestream together and learned about the specifics of the Rapid React game, eating lots of pizza and cookies!! 🍕🍪   WE ARE READY FOR BUILD SZN 💜💚💜💚]
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[image: Hey Guys!   We are back again but this time check in with electronics! Just today they had a lesson that you will get to see on our story. They are working with the wires and are prepping for build which starts this Saturday!!! Be sure to check in fo]
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[image: Hey Guys!   We are back today with our programming department! We are still in preseason but Kickoff is this Saturday. So our programming department has been getting ready for that. Along with getting the rookies accustomed they have been looking at ]
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[image: Hey guys!  We are back today with our engineering department during pre-season. Our rookies are currently working on designing a robot arm and so much more! Be sure to check in on Wednesday to see our 2021-2022 programming department and what they&rs]
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Contact Us
Address: 75 West 205th Street
Bronx, NY 10468
Phone: 718-817-7700
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Subscribe! 

Sign up with your email address to receive news and updates about the maidens! 
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Sign Up






We respect your privacy.


Thank you!























